Online Jeweler Offers Stunningly Beautiful Floating Diamond
Rings for Her
Titanium-Jewelry.com has created unique styled ring featuring a 'floating' diamond.
September 20, 2012 (FPRC) -- Modesto, California, United States. Titanium-Jewelry.com, a premier
online retailer of men’s tungsten wedding bands has created a unique styled ladies ring featuring a
floating diamond. The large selection of floating diamond rings by prominent designers, such as
Edward Mirell, sold at Titanium-Jewelry assures customers to find exactly what they are looking for.
The rings are made of either black titanium or the natural gray colored titanium.
The Memoire black titanium engagement ring created by Edward Mirell is a unique one of a kind
creation. The ladies engagement ring is black titanium in a cathedral style, designed to hold a 6mm
round diamond in the center. The ring also has two smaller round diamonds bezel set on either side
of the center stone. The center stone is tension set, which is held in by tension from the opposite
sides thus creating a 'floating' diamond appearance. The assortment of floating diamond rings
ranges from simple chic to detailed designs. The one of a kind creation of a floating diamond
offered by Titanium-Jewelry is an exclusive look presenting style, creativity and fashion.
Titanium-Jewelry has a great mixture of floating diamond rings to choose from. The stunning
designer jewelry is an ideal gift for any woman. All jewelry designed and sold at Titanium
Jewelry.com such as Titanium rings and Tungsten rings carry a lifetime guarantee and a 60 day no
questions asked return privilege
In business for more than 20 years, Titanium-Jewelry.com has a reputation for carrying beautiful,
award winning pieces that are perfect for men and women looking for both contemporary and classic
design. Titanium-Jewelry.com carries jewelry made with the trend in latest precious metals and
many traditional pieces as well. This company stays ahead of the rest by offering a great selection
of quality jewelry and outstanding customer service. Not only is Titanium-jewlery.com an online
jewelry retailer there is an actual store located in Modesto, CA with gemologist and jewelers in
house.
About Titanium-Jewelry.com
Titanium-Jewelry.com offers sophisticated designs from ArtCarved, Benchmark, COGE, Diana
Classic, Edward Mirell, Heavy Stone Rings, J.R. Yates, Triton and the Belloria Black Diamond
collection for her. Enticing grooms and couples worldwide, the online retailer provides a multitude of
styles and metals representing the best selection of palladium rings, titanium rings, tungsten rings,
and men’s wedding bands for the fashion forward male and female.
Experts in modern men's wedding rings and modern metals jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com leads the
industry in contemporary jewelry fashions.
For more information, please visit
www.Titanium-Jewelry.com.
###
Contact Information
For more information contact Ron Yates of Titanium-Jewelry (http://www.titanium-jewelry.com)
800-370-2646
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